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“

LunaFi is a leading decentralized peerless DeFi betting
protocol — providing users with a secure and trustless
environment in which they can gamble, invest, and for the
first time ever, become the house.”

GEORGE PORCHESTER
CEO & Founder
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1. Introduction

Executive Summary
LunaFi is harnessing the power of decentralized technologies, autonomous
smart contracts, and community governance to provide a non-custodial,
trustless betting platform that puts players at its centre. The LunaFi
protocol is set to innovate the global sports and gaming industries by
allowing users to invest in liquidity pools which are used to bankroll
a decentralized ecosystem of gambling products. In return, liquidity
providers earn rewards generated from house profits. In this game, you are
the favorite.
To optimize bets, we provide a comprehensive DeFi platform designed to
integrate sports waging and prediction markets, powered by a communityowned protocol consisting of the House Pools & LFI Staking. This protocol
can be integrated by third party developers looking to incorporate peerless
betting functionality in their own dApps.
Third party integration allows developers to provide individuals and
communities with fair betting experiences, operating on an infrastructure
layer that is both secure and transparent.
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Why LunaFi
LunaFi is the world’s first peerless and community-owned DeFi betting
platform.
Decentralized peerless betting
We innovate by enabling bets to be placed
on the blockchain without a counterparty.

Autonomous and Transparent
Odds are calculated transparently and fairly,
using on-chain prediction markets

Community owned via the LunaFi DAO
Owned and governed by a community of
liquidity providers, and LFI token holders.

The $LFI Token
A trustless and non-custodial DeFi betting
platform, powered by the LFI token.

What makes LunaFi unique
We offer a community owned DAO with its own betting dApp and DeFi
protocol. LunaFi leverages multiple predictions markets and markets to
provide peerless betting services within a novel architecture that allows
users to share in platform revenue. Our sportsbook and casino dApps
offer guaranteed payouts and fair odds whilst enabling LP’s to share in the
profits.
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2. Market Overview

Mission Statement
Betting is one of the oldest pastimes that until now has been monopolized
by centralized entities at the expense of fairness and transparency,
focused on maximizing profits. All betting platforms are built so the house
wins, regardless of the success of its patrons.
Today, distrust in centralized institutions is endemic. This is especially
true of the global betting industry, which has historically been affected by
corruption and obfuscation by central actors.It is LunaFi’s mission to place
betting in the hands of the people with a hybrid DeFi gambling protocol
that is driven by user liquidity, is community-owned, and fueled by the $LFI
token.

The Traditional Betting Industry
Traditionally, bookmakers operate in a centralized way. They retain custody
of your funds, may change their policies at any time, and you have to rely
on the fact that they will pay out as there is little recourse if they refuse to
pay. This has led to an ability by bookmakers to manipulate the markets by
unfairly voiding bets, citing their unfavourable terms and conditions. This
has led to many customers having their fingers burned with losses over the
years due to such sharp practices and disingenuous information.
Such systems provide bookmakers with the ability to freeze your account
due to a lack of independent accountability with undisclosed margins and
centralized control for online platforms or casino games.
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Challenges faced by traditional
prediction markets

Counterparty risk and a requirement to trust the bookmaker
Susceptible to manipulation
Liquidity problems
Lack of global access & user functionality
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Defi Gambling and Betting Products
Fairness in an unfair world
As gamblers ourselves, we know firsthand that players do not have access
to properly regulated bookmakers around the world. Despite there being
several examples of sports betting platforms that leverage blockchain
technology for payments and transactions, they lack core decentralized
functionality and DeFi integration opportunities that innovate beyond what
the mainstream gambling platforms currently provide.
Of the betting platforms that integrate cryptocurrencies today, none have
so far capitalized on the rise of DeFi technologies to enable benefits like
community ownership, decentralized governance, and placing peerless
bets against global liquidity pools.
Traditional prediction markets tend to have a number of barriers to entry
that can either prevent an individual from participating or expose them to
the risks of centralization, including corruption and mismanagement.
LunaFi addresses this need and market opportunity. LunaFi’s goal is
to create accessible prediction markets and betting products, using
blockchain technology to provide solutions to make gambling safer, fairer
and more secure for a new generation of customers.
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LunaFi - a novel protocol for decentralized,
peerless betting
LunaFi is innovating in the gambling and betting sector by allowing patrons
to invest their funds and share in platform revenues. LunaFi was created
to house a global gambling community of users, developers, and brands,
united through a transparent prediction market and borderless DeFi betting
infrastructure. It was created by known industry veterans with absolute
conviction to address the needs and opportunities in this market.
Problems that LunaFi solves:
Counterparty Risk

Custody

Trustless Payouts

Odds Manipulation

Liquidity Problems

Limited Betting Volumes

Revenue Monopolization

Lack of Global Access

Competitive Odds

Lack of User Security

Bet Voiding and Disputes

Bet Fixing

LunaFi combines leading DeFi technologies like liquidity pools and DAO
governance with sports betting, allowing users to trustlessly place bets
against the house, and to benefit from fairly calculated odds and verifiable
payouts.
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3. The LunaFi Ecosystem

Product Outline
LunaFi
LunaFi is a DeFi platform that allows users to become part of the house. It
is a decentralized, borderless, trustless protocol for sports betting with real
utility, targeting global mass market adoption with guaranteed liquidity.
Liquidity pools owned by a global community act as the house to
participate in betting payouts, with a portion of house profits paid back
to liquidity providers, on a continuing basis as well as receive additional
rewards in $LFI — LunaFi’s native token.
This means that players, liquidity providers, developers, and users within
the LunaFi ecosystem, can interact with gambling products in a fair and
trustless manner.

Lunabets
Lunabets is our first dApp built on the protocol. LunaFi’s smart contracts
and liquidity pools ensure non-custodial, trustless payouts, meaning
immediate settlement made by the smart contract to any winning party,
removing counterparty risk. Users can make bets on Lunabets App safe
in the knowledge that their wager is not only guaranteed to pay out from
our smart contract and liquidity pools, but is oracle confirmed and odds
optimized, if they are successful.
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Bets are placed on Lunabets App using our liquidity pools which we
designate “house pools”. As with traditional betting platforms, this requires
no counterparty to match the bet. Users can also benefit from $LFI staking
rewards which can be claimed from LunaFi. The house pools serve as a
community of investors where liquidity providers are entitled to a share of
platform revenues. In turn, the treasury contract claims 1.5% of the profit
on all activity which it then converts via DEX’s into $LFI to distribute and
burn after costs, to stakers on the platform.
The initial launch phase will focus on the Lunabets sportsbook, followed
by our online gaming casino. Automatically pricing oracles calculate odds
using a transparent algorithm, with results aggregated from multiple
decentralized oracles to ensure accuracy and prevent manipulation. And If
you just want to bet, and get a guaranteed pay, head to Lunabets!

Future Products
LunaFi aims to become host to many exciting and new DeFi empowered
gaming and gambling products, as a result of collaborations and
partnerships with third-party developers and businesses, and of our own
marketing efforts to extend the LunaFi ecosystem. To find out more about
LunaFi’s upcoming product suite, please see our roadmap.
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LunaFi Protocol

Ecosystem of the LunaFi protocol

LunaFi is a decentralized betting protocol powered by LunaFi $LFI, our
native token. Players earn $LFI rewards for bets placed on the lunabets
platform. Community members earn $LFI in exchange for providing
liquidity, and stakers earn $LFI for governance/security participation.
Revenues from the ecosystem in $LFI are shared with all token holders.
LunaFi’s long term goal is to use our protocol to develop an interoperable
DeFi architecture that can revolutionize the way money is wagered, using
decentralized technologies to democratize and optimize the ancient
pastime of human betting. To achieve this, we decided to rewrite the rule
book.
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Why? Our founders and creators are all gamblers operating as a fully
doxxed crew. We have experienced first hand the challenges and trust
issues that the traditional betting system suffers from. Blockchain
solves this by removing an economy of profiting executive middlemen
management-layer thinking, by offering investors and players
unprecedented access to a share of in-house profits whilst simplifying
access to DeFi services. In the LunaFi ecosystem, the players are the
house.
The smart contracts ecosystem consists of the following:
House Pools - A house pool contract allows liquidity provider deposits
(USDC, BTC & ETH) to bankroll Lunabets and a third-party dApp that
integrates LunaFi.
Treasury Contract - The DAO-controlled multisig wallet offers cold storage
for treasury funds and facilitates the distribution of profits to community
members.
Rewards Contract - The Smart contract distributes $LFI tokens to players
& liquidity providers.
$LFI Staking Pool - This contract requires $LFI to be staked to participate
in voting on proposals for ecosystem improvements, in order to receive
further $LFI token incentives. Users also receive revenues from $LFI bets +
$LFI tokens from the treasury contract in return for securing the protocol.
The LunaFi ecosystem incorporates a Treasury, House Pools and
Community DAO. To align LunaFi’s ecosystem development with community
interests, $LFI will be distributed to the community primarily to incentivize
participation in betting, for provision of liquidity, and for governance
rewards.
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House Pools
As described in the overview, LunaFi is powered by global liquidity pools
known as House Pools which are used to fund betting services built on the
protocol. Users contribute their tokens in exchange for rewards generated
from platform revenues. The House Pools expect to make a profit as there
will be an in-built margin in the odds provided as with any traditional
bookmaker.
The LunaFi protocol relies on an accurate feed of platform statistics
in order to operate effectively. One such datapoint is the total value
locked within a house pool at any given time. The formula behind these
sports betting pools must take into account the significant jump risk and
impermanent loss associated with gambling markets.
The fundamental principle is the deeper the pool becomes, the more
wagers can be accepted of increasing size. As turnover increases, this
lowers the variance for the LPs resulting in the probability of a higher and
more consistent yield.
The LunaFi protocol will prevent the house from accepting bets that cannot
be paid. The protocol’s hard-coded rules ensure that the deeper the pool
becomes, the bigger the stake can be made, and the greater the rewards
to liquidity providers.
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The formula is as follows:

TVL=L+EV-Ps
TVL=Total value locked
L=Liquidity
EV=Expected value of pending bets
Ps=Pending Stakes

Needed for withdrawals:
ME=Max exposure

When an LP deposits, he exchanges his cryptocurrency for a share of the
pool which is returned as an “LP token” indicating his share of the pool.
We know from the above equation that this share represents his claim to
the Total Value Locked. As seen above the TVL is calculated by calling the
oracle to determine the current Expected Value (EV) of the pool’s pending
bets.
The contract has to call the oracle so a fair value of entry can be
calculated. A note of the EV value is stored in the contract on deposit
which will be relevant for withdrawal as a baseline value.
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The above equation shows how the pool keeps track of the total value of
the pool for the LPs. In order for the pool to be open-ended, we need to
ensure the LPs can deposit and withdraw accurately.
The contract is able to calculate the liquidity in the pool and the pending
stakes (Ps) but we need an oracle to report the expected value EV of all
the bets. This is because the EV of sports matches are reported in realtime and the odds are constantly changing.

(Amount won per bet * probability of house winning) – (Amount
lost per bet * probability of house losing)

Expected Value
The simplest calculation of probability is the coin toss. Assuming the coin
and the toss are fair, each outcome (heads or tails) has an equal 50/50
probability - therefore the odds offered on a fair market would be 2-0.
This would result in an EV of 0 for either Heads or Tails — because the
probability of the two outcomes is the same, meaning if you tossed a coin
infinitely it would theoretically end up even. EV data regarding the toss is
received via an impartial observer that all parties trust, described as an
oracle.
To further understand expected value of bets, let’s assume the House Pool
accepts a bet of $1,000 (assuming 0% margin for simplicity here and only
one bet being accepted) e.g. Roger Federer to win vs Novak Djokovic.
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If T=0
House Pool accepts a bet for Roger Federer to win v Novak Djokovic
$1000@2.0 (which is the same as “evens”).
The probability of winning when bets are evens (2.0) is 50%.
The EV is calculated in real-time using the EV formula, which when the bet
is initially placed is calculated as follows:

Amount won per bet * probability of house winning) – (Amount lost
per bet * probability of house losing)

= ( $1000 x 50% ) - ($1000 x 50%)
= $500 - $500
EV = $0
Note that the “Amount won per bet” is always the stake (from the house
pool perspective), in other words, when the player loses, they lose their
stake, and the house keeps the stake. The “Amount lost per bet” in this
case is the same as the stake but only because these odds are “evens”, or
2.0.
Therefore new LP users’ share of the pool is still worth $10,000
If T=1
Roger Federer is losing by one set, the current odds (no margin) are now
3.0.
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The probability of winning has now changed to 33.33%. [Note that the
probability can be calculated directly using the current odds]
The EV is calculated using the EV formula:
(Amount won per bet * probability of winning) – (Amount lost
per bet * probability of losing)
= ( $1000 x 66.66% ) - ($1000 x 33.33%)
= $666.66 - $333.33
EV = $333.33
This positive EV value reflects that the Player is likely to lose their bet as
Federer is losing and therefore the House Pool is likely to keep the stake.
If T=2
Roger Federer is now losing by two sets, the current odds (no
margin) are now 8.0. The probability of winning has now changed to
12.5%.
The EV is calculated using the following EV formula:
= ( $1000 x 87.5% ) - ($1000 x 12.5%)
= $875 - $125
EV = $750
If T=3
Roger Federer loses the match. The House Pool retains the stake (no
longer pending) and the liquidity of the House Pool is increased. EV is now
zero in relation to this completed match.
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Max Exposure
The max exposure of the protocol is the worst-case scenario from all
combined outcomes. This is a relatively easy figure to calculate as it is
static until the outcomes are settled. The reason this figure needs to be
calculated despite the expected value being positive and a significantly
smaller number, is the variance is significant. Therefore the contract
can’t allow withdrawals that don’t leave ample liquidity in the pool’s smart
contract to payout in all scenarios.
In the future, the max exposure figure will be weighted so the sportsbook
can take on more risk than the liquidity currently allows for. This takes
into account the law of large numbers (LLN) and the sheer improbability
of certain events ever happening. This can only be achieved once the LFI
Governance Staking has been established, and acts to insure the protocol
against such risks. This will be designed as the pools mature and the
community votes on the programmable parameters of this mechanism.

Margin
House Pool margins are levied on all the bets to incentivise the provision of
liquidity and cover platform costs. However, bets themselves come with a
range of odds and margins.
In this hypothetical example we will assume a margin of 5% on a bet of
heads or tails resulting in odds of 2/0, resulting in a calculation ratio by the
LunaFi platform of 1.95.
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For example, the player might bet 100 USDC on “Heads”. In this case, the
House Pools will pay out the player’s stake of 100 USDC and their winnings
of 95 USDC if the player wins, but would retain the 100 USDC stake if the
Player loses.
This model dictates that the House Pool will earn an average of 2.5 USDC
per play. Note that the margin is applied to the potential winnings, and not
the stake.
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Depositing
A LP user wishes to deposit USDC into the house pool. This is carried out
by the LP user buying House Pool tokens (HP) at the current price (Php).
The current token price is calculated as follows:
Php = TVL / Thp
Where:
Thp = Total Number of House Pool tokens in issue Php = Current
price of HP
The LP user will see the current token price and be able to enter the USDC
amount of tokens to purchase. This will convert into the number of tokens
being purchased using the below formula:
Nhp = D / Php
Where:
D = Amount being deposited
Nhp = Number of LP tokens being purchased
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Example:
A LP user wishes to deposit 10,000 USDC into the house pool where the
current price is 100.00 The LP user will be shown the quantity of House
Pool tokens this equates to, being:
𝑁ℎ𝑝  = 10,  000  / 100  = 100.  00  (𝑡𝑜 2 𝑑. 𝑝.)
The user confirms the purchase and has now purchased 99.81 House Pool
tokens. The deposit has been completed and the user is immediately part
of the House Pool.

Withdrawing
When you withdraw, the contract now has to check what the Me (max
exposure) is of the pool. This is so the contract ensures that there will
always be enough liquidity in the pool to ensure that outstanding bets can
be paid out in a worst-case scenario.
There are some added complexities. These are to incentivize LP’s to not
leave the pool when there is a high amount of pending bets and also
compensate LP’s who take on this new risk.
Adjust for EV. When you withdraw you will not be able to withdraw any
positive EV over the amount that was present when you deposited. I.e.
If the EV was 100 when you entered, you would be entitled to withdraw
100 of EV but no more. If the EV is negative, this figure will always be
subtracted from your withdrawal balance. The below table illustrates how
much liquidity is available for withdrawal from the pool when TVL is 10,000
but with two different scenarios for the EV value:
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User TVL Value
(excl EV)

EV Value (User
share)

Initial User EV
Value (when
deposited)

TVL (User share) Max Available for
Withdrawal - EV
Adjusted

9,500

500

100

10,000

9,600

10,250

-250

0

10,000

10,000

Check liquidity adjusted for Max Exposure. We need to check that there is
sufficient liquidity in the House Pool for the LP user to withdraw their HP
tokens. The ME adjusted liquidity is the TVL less Max Exposure (Oracle).
Continuing the above example, the below table shows the effect of Max
Exposure on overall Liquidity. In the first case, the 60,000 ME Adjusted
Liquidity exceeds the (EV adjusted) amount available for withdrawal,
and therefore all 9,600 can be withdrawn. In the second case, there is
insufficient liquidity, so the maximum that can be withdrawn is restricted.

Max Available for
Withdrawal - EV
Adjusted

Overall TVL

Max Exposure

Liquidity (ME
Adjusted)

Max Available for
Withdrawal - ME
& EV Adjusted

9,600

100,000

40,000

60,000

9,600

10,000

100,000

93,000

7,000

7,000

Make the actual user withdrawal, which may incur the loss of some or all of
the EV relating to the in progress bets.
Continuing the example, the table below shows that where a user’s share
of the EV exceeds their initial deposit EV level, they will lose out on the EV
associated with the in progress bets. The reason for this is to disincentive
withdrawals. However, the user will always be able to include the EV level
when they first deposited as otherwise this would be unfair.
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User requested
Withdrawal

Associated User TVL

EV related withdrawal Actual user withdraw
loss to user
from pool

a) 10,000 b) 5,000

a) 10,000 b) 5,000

a) 400 b) 200

a) 9,600 b) 4,800

a) 7,000 b) 5,000

a) 7,000 b) 5,000

a) 0 b) 0

a) 7,000 b) 5,000

The algorithm and calculations used are as follows:
Adjust for EV
Calculate LP User’s share of TVL.
•
•

If EV is negative, no adjustment needed (as TVL is already reduced by
the negative EV)
If EV is positive, then the LP-TVL should be reduced by [ User’s share of
EV less the User’s EV deposit value]

Check Liquidity against Max Exposure and restrict withdrawal amount if
necessary
Calculate Available Liquidity as the TVL less Max Exposure (Oracle).
Liquidity = Overall TVL - Max Exposure
•
•
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If Liquidity >= (EV adjusted) amount available for withdrawal, then no
restriction against EV adjusted withdrawal amount needed
If Liquidity < (EV adjusted) amount available for withdrawal, then the EV
adjusted withdrawal amount is restricted to Liquidity.
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Make the user withdrawal
•
•

Convert LP user input requested Withdrawal amount to the quantity of
HP Tokens to redeem
Deduct LP requested withdraw the amount from House Pool

For detailed descriptions of the algorithms and variables used to perform
user withdrawals, please see Appendices A and B.

Bet Creation
Placing a bet within the LunaFi ecosystem will eventually be a
permissionless action. This means that users may interact with LunaFi’s
smart contracts at any time, even by interfacing directly with the protocol
via a blockchain explorer.
Under normal circumstances this isn’t practical for day-to-day use, which
is why users would bet through dApps like Lunabets.
The oracles and data feeds that power LunaFi are transparent, allowing
dApps that integrate the LunaFi protocol to abstract the betting process
away from the user within their interface in order to provide a seamless
user experience.
This process involves the user registering an account after going through
standard AML and KYC procedures with Lunabets compliance team before
being given access to this functionality, allowing them to select his or her
desired betting outcome, enter the wager, and this would be sent on-chain
to be accepted by the house pools.
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The diagram below illustrates this process.

Bet Creation & Settlement

Treasury Contract
The treasury wallet is sent a share of the expected value of the house
edge. This occurs automatically and regardless of the outcome, except
when a bet is void. This is taken before a bet is sent to the house pool
contract.
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The treasury wallet’s initial distribution (subject to change) is as follows:
Platform costs
Player rewards
Affiliate Revenue Share
vLFI House Pool
Charitable contributions

Allocations, Circulating Supply & Release Schedule
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Lunabets.io

LunaFi is launching its own front-end sportsbook App designed to shake
up the gaming industry. In combination with our in-house pools, the
sports betting book provides first-mover advantage with guaranteed and
immediate settlement on winning bets via smart contracts.
Lunabets passes ownership of its platform directly to its end-users through
the governance rights built into native $LFI token encouraging long term
ownership through distribution of a percentage of the platform’s profits as
a dividend in tokens.
The LunaFi protocol uses oracle data feeds with optimized odds selection
and betting, which are sent and matched with House Pools.
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Advantages of Lunabets.io
Low fees — Transaction fees are paid by the protocol.
No restrictions or suspensions — Lunabets is operated autonomously
via smart contracts that have been audited by Hacken, one of the leading
cyber security smart contract companies in the world.
No centralized middlemen — Distributed technologies and a peerless
design fueled by liquidity pools allows LunaFi to operate without
gatekeepers that can freeze funds or suspend accounts.
High Limits — Strong liquidity from LunaFi House pools allow users to bet
without slippage at fair prices.
Daily markets and fast resolution across verticals — LunaFi’s oracle
provides instant settlement on thousands of daily markets including sports,
crypto, politics, racing, and current events.
Bet Mining Rewards — Bonus rewards are distributed as $LFI tokens.
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LFI Token
The native utility token of the LunaFi ecosystem ($LFI) is designed to play
a leading role in the provisioning of the ecosystem, from gathering fees to
incentivizing proper governance for all platform participants.

Rewards – rewarder contract that distributes $LFI to players &
liquidity providers to bootstrap liquidity and incentivize adoption for
the first 36 months.
Governance – Requires $LFI to be staked in the LFI House Pool
to receive vLFI and participate in voting on various proposals for
ecosystem improvements whilst holders receive revenue.
Digital Autonomous Organisation (DAO) – Ownership and
governance of the LunaFi protocol. Have your say in the future of the
platform.
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The $LFI token serves multiple functions and conveys several rights
within the LunaFi ecosystem as follows:
Betting - $LFI will be awarded to users based on actual usage, fostering a
sense of community and ownership with your peers.
Access - $LFI will provide holders and users access to special games,
tournaments, products, and discounted commission structures on all house
pools in the future.
Governance - Staking $LFI to receive $vLFI can be used as governance to
submit proposals and vote.
Liquidity Incentives - $LFI will be distributed to all participants of the
ecosystem including players, investors, and liquidity providers.
Fees - Developers using the LunaFi protocol pay fees in $LFI to build
their dApps. With every bet accepted in a house pool, 1.5% of turnover is
automatically claimed by the Treasury contract.
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LunaFi DAO
Community-owned DAO
LunaFI is all about giving ownership of its platform directly to its users
through governance rights, with Community at the heart of our project.
Users are encouraged to join our Discord server allowing them to voice
their opinion, read the opinions of others, hang out, participate in fun
events, competitions and view immediate updates on upcoming product
development.
The LunaFi ecosystem is decentralized, governed by an open DAO of
community stakeholders, industry experts and project partners. This allows
Developers to integrate LunaFi’s gambling infrastructure to provide maximal
transparency, minimal required trust in centralized operators, and provide
no centralized attack surfaces.
LFI is a utility token used in the LunaFi ecosystem, while vLFI is the
corresponding governance token which gives token-holders the ability
to participate in new pool strategies, on-chain voting and other platform
decisions.
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$LFI SAFETY MODULE / HOUSE POOL
When users stake LFI, they receive vLFI, a token that represents their
position in the LFI pool and represents your stake in DAO governance.
The initial rate of LFI to vLFI is 1:1 but as fees are collected & rewards are
distributed, vLFI will be worth increasingly more LFI. vLFI is designed to
appreciate over time as It receives three sources of revenue:
•

Accepts bets in $LFI with the same design as the house pool

•
•

LFI from farming rewards
Revenue from the Treasury for securing the protocol

The Lunabets Treasury has revenue by taking a share of the excpected
value on each bet accepted by the liquidity pools, received into the multsig
treasury wallet.

How members of the LunaFi community might use their tokens.

Securing the protocoL - staking lFI
The primary mechanism for securing the LunaFi Protocol is the
incentivization of LFI holders to lock tokens into the LFI House Pool &
Safety Module.
The locked $LFI will be used as a mitigation tool in case of a shortfall event
within the House Pools as part of the LunaFi ecosystem. A shortfall event
only occurs if there is a deficit of funds in the house pools. This will not be
active until voted on.
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To contribute to the safety of the protocol and receive incentives, LFI
holders will deposit their tokens in return for a tokenized position This
token is known as vLFI.
Rewards are subject to a cooldown period where tokens are unclaimable
in case of attack or breach of regulations. The cooldown period is set at 10
days.

Earning $LFI
The House Pools are incentivised for 36 months. You are able to stake your
LP tokens from the respective house pools on LunaFi to earn additional
yield in $LFI. The allocations and vesting schedules for each pool will be
announced closer to the IDO.

Bet Mining Rewards
Rather than just reward bets, ‘bet mining’ is an incentive to further
distribute ownership of the platform to users to encourage adoption. Users
will receive a % of the house edge in $LFI.
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What can we improve?
Betting Odds Provision
LunaFi is the first betting protocol to offer liquidity pools that allow users to
take a direct share in its sportsbook. Odds will be continuously calculated
in real time using LunaFi’s secure oracle confirming the odds are correct.
It is our intention to supplement the in-house oracle data by aggregating
decentralized oracles like Chainlink for further security.

Settlement of results
LunaFi uses multiple feeds to determine the results of a match, including
Chainlink and those currently off-chain yet to be migrated.
It is no secret that liquidity providers look for the best yields. Sporting
events are often concentrated over weekends and evenings.
For that reason it is prudent that funds not placed as bets earn interest
through our DeFi partner platforms such as Aave or PancakeSwap to
enhance house pool yields. This will be done within the smart contract
integrating its code directly with DeFi lending protocols.
In the future, the LunaFi team hopes to continue to extend its network of
technical and strategic partners to facilitate integration with various DeFi
protocols throughout the crypto and gambling ecosystems. Centralized
betting services may also integrate the LunaFi protocol to allow their users
to benefit from greater degrees of transparency and decentralization.
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5. Appendices
Appendix A - User Withdrawal
Calculations
Long name

Short
name

Source

Oracle

Formula

Expected value of pending bets

EV

n/e

Pending Stakes

Ps

Smart
Contract

n/e

Pending Commission

Pc

Smart
Contract

n/e

Liquidity

L

Smart
Contract

Running total Dposits+
Stakes - payoutsCommission - Withdrawals

TVL Total Value Locked

TVL

calc

TVL=L+EV-Ps-Pc

LP’s number of tokens in House

LPUT

Smart
Contract

LP user’s running token of
HP tokens

Ex 1a

Ex 1b

Ex 2

Ex 1a

Value

Value

Value

Value

5000

5000

0
0

-2500

-2500

0

0

0

0

0
0

95000

95000

102500

102500

100000

100000

100000

100000

10

10

10

10

Smart
										
Total Number of House Pood
Thp
Running total (deposits less
Contract
takens in issue
withdrawals)

100

100

100

100

Initial User EV Value (when
IEVLP
Smart
										
deposited
Contract

100

100

100

100

Pool

EV Value (LP User share)

EVLP

calc

EVLP= LPUT/ Thp x EV

TVL (LP User shere)

TYLLP

calc

TVLLP= LPUT/ Thp x TVL

TVL (LP User share) - excl EV

TVLLPEV

calc

TVLLPEV= LPUT/Thp x
(TVL-EV)

Current Price of HP token

Php

calc

Php = TVL / Thp

Nhp

calc

Nhp = D/ Php

Amount being deposited

D

User input

10000

Max Exposure

ME

Smart
Contract

Liquidity (Adjusted ME)

LME

calc

LME = TVL - ME

WEV

calc

i) if EVLP -ve, use TYLLP
ii) if 0 =< EVLP < IEVLP, use
TVLLPEV + EVLP
iii) if EVLP >=IEVLP, use
TVLLPEV + LEVLP

Number of LP tokens being
Purchased

Max Available for Withdrawal
- EV Adjusted
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500

500

10000

10000

-250

-250

10000

10000

9500

9500

10250

10250

1000

000

1000

1000

10

10

10

10

10000

10000

10000

40000

40000

40000

40000

60000

60000

60000

60000

9600

9600

10000

10000

Long name
Max Available for Withdrawal

Short
name

Source

WEVME

Calc

-EV&ME Adjusted
Withdrawal Token Price - EV

Formula
i) if WEV <=LME, use WEV

Ex 1a

Ex 1b

Ex 2

Ex 1a

Value

Value

Value

Value

9600

9600

7000

7000

ii)if WEV>LME, use LME
WPhp

Calc

WPhp = WEV/LPUT

960

960

1000

1000

Wusdc

input/calc

Wusdc = Whp x Php

1000

5000

7000

7000

WusdcME

calc

WusdcME = Whp x WPhp

9600

4800

7000

5000

EVLP_loss

calc

EVLP_loss = Wusdc

400

200

0

0

400

200

0

0

0

5

0

0

Adjusted
Max Available for Withdrawal
-EV&ME Adjusted
User requested Withdrawal in
USDC - EV&ME Adjusted
EV related withdrawal loss to
user

-WEVME

Actual user withdraw from pool

Wactual

calc

EVLP_loss = Wusdc
-WEVME

LP’s number of tokens in House
Pool (after withdrawal)
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LPUT

Smart
Contract

Appendix B - Lunabets user withdrawal
interface and variables
Either - User enters tokens to withdraw
Long name

Short name

Source

Tokens to Withdraw

i) if WEV <=LME, use WEV

User input: Must be <= LPUT

ii)if WEV>LME, use LME
Max HP Tokens

LPUT

see above

USDC Equiv

Wusdc

Wusdc = Whp x Php

Max USDC

TVLLP

See above

Long name

Short name

Source

HP Tokens

Whp

Whp = Wusdc/Php

USDC Equiv

Wusdc

User input: Must be <=

Or - user enters USDC equiv:

TVLLP

Also Display as Warning:
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Long name

Short name

Source

EV related Withdrawal Loss

EVLP_loss

see above

USDC Equiv

EVLP_loss

EVLP_loss

WHITEPAPER

In this game, you’re the favourite
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